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    1. Dallas  2. Back From Yesterday  3. Green Eyed Girl  4. Are You Not There  5. Back To
You  6. Salty Pain  7. Is This Evil  8. Do You Know  9. I Don't Mind  10. The Wrong Song  11.
The Cure  12. Angel    Corby Yates - Guitar, Vocals  Jim Yates – Bass  Andy Doerschuk –
Drums    

 

  

Recorded at Dawghouse Studios and originally released on NTS records in 2003. 12 songs
produced and mixed by BB Chung King. ---cdbaby.com

  

 

  

Obviously at this point in time almost everyone who is a Corby Yates fan was introduced to his
music by seeing him live...and my Lord what a treat it is to see this power trio live. I was
pleasantly surprised by how much emotion made it onto the studio CD. I don't know if this was a
live studio recording or what, but it is raw the way Texas Flood is raw...good raw. Think of this
as getting in on the ground floor of something special.

  

I don't see Corby becoming as big of a star as Jonny Lang. He doesn't sing as well and he
probably doesn't appeal to the Hanson crowd (he's no pretty boy)...this is not a bad thing. Corby
is real, and that makes his brand of blues more believable. I think many of the five star ratings
here are for Corby Yates the performer, not Corby Yates the album. It is a tribute to his loyal
northern California following. I give only four stars because I think Corby will get better. If you
like SRV and you live outside California (where Corby has limited his touring for the most part), I
recommend you get this CD. If you can get to one of Corby's shows then I recommend that you
buy this CD at a show. ---amazon.com
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